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About Us
JOY SHIBA is a crypto project that publishes the JOYS meme 

cryptocurrency on the Binance Smart Chain. So the management 
appeals to everyone. The startup wants to attract poor, rich, young 

and old community members. Apart from the above, the 
developers aim to launch the play-to-win game and JOY SHIBA's 

metaverse. At the same time, the team's goal is to build a hospital 
and support animal shelters on every continent. We will make 
donations to professional charities for our human and animal 

friends, and we will contribute to making the world a better place.

HOW JOY SHIBA PLAY-TO-EARN 
GAME WILL BE FUNDED?

WHY JOY SHIBA

As JOY SHIBA coin we are charging 4% tax for buying and 
selling, that will 0.2 going to burn, 2% for marketing and the 

remaining amount for funding the project.

If you love memes, This is the best driven meme coin the team aims 
to build schools in poor courtiers and support cats shelters. Also, the 
developers plan to release a P2E game based on Shiba character 

with metaverse.



DISCLAIMER
JOY SHIBA (JOYS) and the information provided in this whitepaper do 
not constitute investment advice, financial advice, trading advice or 
any other type of financial advice, and you should not consider the 
content of the website as such. At no time does the Joy Shiba team 

recommend that you buy cryptocurrencies, sell or hold them. Do your 
own research and consult your financial advisor before making any 

investment decisions.

By purchasing Joy Shiba (JOYS), you agree that you are not 
purchasing a security or investment and you agree to hold the team 
harmless and not responsible for any losses or tax charges you may 

incur. You also agree that the Team is offering the Token under no 
obligation to provide support or services. You should not have any 

expectations of Joy Shiba and  it's team.

Joy Shiba is a community-driven Play-to-earn game token. Make sure 
you comply with your local laws and requlations before making any 

purchase. Please note that investing in cryptocurrencies always 
involves risks. You trade at your own risk, Token is not a registered 

broker, analyst or investment advisor. 

Everything we offer on this website is intended for entertainment 
purposes only, All information contained should be independently 

verified and confirmed. We assume no liability for any loss or damage 
of any kind incurred in reliance on this information or services. Please 

be aware of the risks associated with trading on a financial market. Do 
not trade with money you cannot afford to lose. If you have any 

doubts, you should. Consult a qualified financial advisor before making 
any investment decision. Thank you



JOY SHIBA
Joy Shiba was launched on May 2022
by Tomoshi Nekomoto as a community driven 
project with big goals with big funding. Joy Shiba 
describes itself as a project that P2E game.

SECURITY AND 
TRANSPARENCY

An important factor for everyone is security and transparency. 
Therefore, the developers of Joy Shiba have decided to fully secure the 

initial capital and liquidity of the project by sending it in its entirety to 
the forever looked LP address. It is impossible to reverse this process. 

This is the highest form of security that can be offered. Transparency is 
ensured by the fact that no personal contribution was retained before 

the token was made available. The former Creator Wallet contains 
about 5% of the total supply, which was purchased by Pancakeswap at 

a later date. The purchased shares will be used to fund All Joy Shiba 
futures projects over an extended period of time. This process will be 
done piece by piece and always in discussion with the community. A 

large sale at any point in time is not intended to provide stability.



NAME

Joy Shiba
SYMBOL

JOYS
TOTAL SUPPLY

1,000,000,000,000,000
SLIPPAGE

5
CONTARCT

0xF268141A6b5953A387C0937ED0AC7bAE282d8376

NETWORK

BSC BEP-20



ROADMAP

PHASE 1
Listing FTX

Listing KuCoin

Application Launch

10,000 People Members

Introduction of JoyShiba NFT

Partnership and Sponsor

PHASE 2
Trustwallet and Logo on BscScan

Listing Crypto.com

Listing CoinGecko

Bsc Bridging

Snowtrace BridgingPHASE 3
Application Launch

15,000 People Members

Polygonscan Bridging

Ftmscan Bridging

Exchange Bridging

Cronosscan Bridging

PHASE 4
Listing on Two Major

Exchanges App Update

Hecoinfo Bridging

Hooscan Bridging

Moonriver Bridging

Creating a new Roadmap



SOCIAL MEDIA

joyshiba.org

twitter.com/joysshiba

t.me/joysshiba

t.me/joysshibacommunity



THANK YOU FOR YOUR 
INTEREST IN OUR 

PROJECT

Joy Shiba © 2022
www.joyshiba.org
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